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Abstract. The purpose of the present paper is to introduce and study a
Finsler space, called special Cv-reducible, for which the Cartan v-covariant
derivative of the Cartan tensor Cijk is written in a special form. A neces-
sary and sufficient condition for a special semi-C-reducible Finsler space
to be special Cv-reducible is determined. Finally, a three dimensional
special Cv-reducible Finsler space illustrates the developed theory.
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1 Introduction

The study of the reducibility of the Cartan tensor Chij in Finsler spaces was initiated
by Matsumoto [8], in order to explore different curvature and torsion tensors explicitly.
Further, C-reducible, semi-C-reducible, quasi-C-reducible and Cv-reducible Finsler
spaces have been studied by various authors ([11], [9], [8],[6], [10] [13]). Special semi-
C-reducible Finsler space has been studied by Ikeda ([3],[2]), namely, a special kind
of semi-C-reducible Finsler space disjoint from C-reducible Finsler spaces.

The notations and terminology used throughout the paper refer to Matsumoto’s
monograph [7].

Let Fn = (Mn, L(x, y) be an n-dimensional Finsler space (n ≥ 3), where Mn

is an n-dimensional differentiable manifold endowed with the fundamental function
L = L(x, y); let x = (xi) be a point of Mn and let y = (yi) be a supporting element
of Mn. The metric tensor gij , the angular metric tensor hij and the Cartan tensor
Cijk of Fn are respectively given by

gij =
1
2

∂2L2

∂yi∂yj
, hij = L

∂2L

∂yi∂yj
and Cijk =

1
2

∂gij

∂yk
.

Moreover, the angular metric tensor hij can be written, in terms of the normalized

supporting element li = gijyj

L , as hij = gij − lilj ([7]).
In the paper [13], a Cv-reducible Finsler space was studied, for which the Cartan

v-covariant derivative of the Cartan tensor Cijk is written as

LChij |k =
−1

n + 1
(hhijCk + hijkCh + hjkhCi + hkhiCj),
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where hhij = hhilj + hij lh + hjhli, Ci is the torsion vector, and the symbol | denotes
the v-covariant derivative with respect to the Cartan connection CΓ. It can be shown
that a Cv-reducible Finsler space can be finally reduced to a Riemannian space ([13,
Theorem 2.2]). Hence, there exists a natural manner of generalization. In this respect,
the following result was proved in [13].

Proposition 1.1 ([13]). If the v-covariant derivative of the Cartan tensor Chij has
the form

LChij |k = AhijBk + AijkBh + AjkhBi + AkhiBj ,

then the symmetric tensor Ahij and Bi satisfies Aij0 6= 0, Ai00 = 0 and B0 = 0.1

Consider the symmetric tensor Aij = 1
n−2 (hij − CiCj

C2 ), introduced by Ikeda ([3]),
which has properties Ahiy

i = 0, AhiC
i = 0, Ahjg

hj = 1 and rank(Aij) = (n − 2).
Now we define a tensor Hhij = Ahilj + Aij lh + Ajhli, which satisfies the conditions
Hhi0 = LAhi 6= 0 and Hh00 = 0. Hence the tensor Hhij satisfies all the conditions for
the tensor Ahij from Proposition 1.1.

Proposition 1.2. If the Cartan v-covariant derivative of the Cartan tensor of an
n-dimensional (n ≥ 3) Finsler space may be written in the form

(1.1) LChij |k = HhijBk + HijkBh + HjkhBi + HkhiBj ,

then Bi = −Ci.

Proof. Contracting (1.1) by yk and considering that B0 = 0 and Hhi0 = LAhi, we
have

(1.2) −Chij = AijBh + AjhBi + AhiBj .

Contracting this equation by ghj and using Ahjg
hj = 1, we have

(1.3) −Ci = Bi + 2(AhiBjg
hj).

Contracting equation (1.3) by Ci and using AhiC
i = 0, we have BiC

i = −C2. Hence

(1.4) AhiBjg
hj =

1
n− 2

(δj
i − lj li − CjCi

C2
)Bj =

1
n− 2

(Bi − Ci).

Substituting this in equation (1.3), we have Bi = −Ci, provided n ≥ 3. ¤

2 Special Cv-reducible Finsler spaces

A special semi-C-reducible Finsler space has been introduced by Ikeda [3] as follows:

Definition 2.1. ([3],[2]) An n(n ≥ 3)-dimensional Finsler space Fn is said to be a
special semi-C-reducible Finsler space, whose Cartan tensor Cijk is written as

(2.1) Cijk =
1

n− 2
(hijCk + hjkCi + hkiCj)− 3

(n− 2)C2
CiCjCk,

where C2 = gijCiCj .
1The suffix ′0′ stands for contraction by the supporting element yi, for instance, A0 = Aiy

i.
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Obviously, a special semi-C-reducible Finsler space is a semi-C-reducible with
constant coefficients, p = n+1

n−2 and q = −3
n−2 satisfying p + q = 1, disjoint from C-

reducible spaces. Ikeda investigated an (α, β) metric (L4 = α2β2), which satisfies the
condition of special semi-C-reducibility([3],[2]). In view of Proposition 1.2, we define

Definition 2.2. An n-dimensional (n ≥ 3) Finsler space Fn is said to be special
Cv-reducible if the Cartan v-covariant derivative of the Cartan tensor Chij is written
in the form

(2.2) LChij |k = −(HhijCk + HijkCh + HjkhCi + HkhiCj),

where Hhij = Ahilj + Aij lh + Ajhli and Aij = 1
n−2 (hij − CiCj

C2 ).

Contracting equation (2.2) by yk, we have

(2.3) Chij = AijCh + AjhCi + AhiCj .

Substituting the value of the tensor Aij , equation (2.3) can be written in the form

(2.4) Chij =
1

n− 2
(hijCh + hjhCi + hhiCj)− 3

(n− 2)C2
(ChCiCj),

which is the condition for the space Fn to be special semi-C-reducible. Now we
consider the T -tensor of a Finsler space Fn, which has been studied by various authors
([7],[11], [4], [14]) from different points of view,

Thijk = LChij |k + Chij lk + Cijklh + Cjkhli + Ckhilj .

Substituting the values of Chij |k from equation (2.2) and the value of Chij from
equation (2.3) in the above equation, we have

Thijk = 0.

Thus a special Cv-reducible Finsler space is always special semi-C-reducible with
the T -condition. Now we consider a special semi-C-reducible Finsler space with the
T -condition. Differentiating equation (2.3) covariantly with respect yk, we have

Chij |k =
1

n− 2
(hhi|kCj + hij |kCh + hjh|kCi + hhiCj |k + hijCh|k + hjhCi|k)

− 3
(n− 2)C2

(Ch|kCiCj + ChCi|kCj + ChCiCj |k) +
3

(n− 2)C4
(C2)|kChCiCj .

(2.5)

Since the Finsler space satisfies the T -condition, i.e., Thijk = 0, which gives after
contraction by ghk, LCi|j = −(Cilj + Cj li), we infer that L(C2)|k = L(CiCi)|k =
(LCi|k)Ci + (LCi|k)Ci = −2C2lk. Substituting these in (2.5) and using Lhhi|k =
−(hhkli + hiklh), we have

LChij |k = − 1
n−2 [(hhkli + hiklh)Cj + (hiklj + hjkli)Ch + (hjklh + hhklj)Ci

+hhi(Cj lk + Cklj) + hij(Chlk + Cklh) + hhj(Cilk + Ckli)] + 3
(n−2)C2 [(Chlk

+Cklh)CiCj + (Cilk + Ckli)ChCj + (Cj lk + Cklj)CiCh − ChCiCj(2lk)],
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which can be simplified as

LChij |k = −(HhijCk + HijkCh + HjkhCi + HkhiCj),

where Hhij = Ahilj + Aij lh + Ajhli and Aij = 1
n−2 (hij − CiCj

C2 ). Hence the space is
special Cv-reducible. Thus we have

Theorem 2.1. A necessary and sufficient condition for a special semi-C-reducible
Finsler space to be special Cv-reducible is that it satisfies T -condition.

In paper [2], Ikeda showed that a Finsler metric of a special semi-C-reducible
Finsler space with the T -condition has the form F 4 = α2β2, where α is a pseudo-
Riemannian metric and β is a 1-form. Hence it follows

Corollary 2.2. The Finsler metric of a special Cv-reducible Finsler space is of the
form F 4 = α2β2, where α is a pseudo-Riemannian metric and β is a 1-form.

We shall further consider Kikuchi’s condition, for conformal flatness of a Finsler
space [5]. A necessary condition, for a Finsler space to satisfy Kikuchi’s condition, is
that it has non-vanishing T -tensor. Thus we have

Corollary 2.3. A special Cv-reducible Finsler space never satisfies Kikuchi’s condi-
tion for conformal flatness.

Moreover in an n(n ≥ 3) dimensional Finsler space Fn with the T -condition, the
v(hv)-torsion tensor Phij is conformally invariant [1]. Thus we have

Corollary 2.4. If the v-curvature tensor Shijk, of an n(n ≥ 3) dimensional special
Cv-reducible Finsler space Fn, identically vanishes, then a necessary and sufficient
condition for Fn to be conformally flat is that Fn itself is a locally Minkowski space.

3 Three-dimensional special Cv-reducible Finsler spaces

In this section we consider a 3-dimensional special Cv-reducible Finsler space. Let
F 3 be a three dimensional Finsler space with the Moor frame (li, mi, ni), where li

is the normalized supporting element: li = yi

L , mi is the normalized torsion vector:
mi = Ci

C and ni is constructed as gij l
inj = 0 = gijm

inj and gijn
inj = 1, so that the

Cartan tensor Cijk of F 3 has the form

(3.1) LCijk = Hmimjmk − Jπ(ijk)(mimjnk) + Iπ(ijk)(minjnk) + J(ninjnk),

where the functions H, I and J are the main scalars of F 3, satisfying LC = H + I,
and the notation π(ijk) indicates cyclic permutation of indices i, j, k and summation
[7]. Contraction of (3.1) by gjk gives

LCi = (H + I)mi = LCmi.

If the Finsler space F 3 is special semi-C-reducible, then in view of equations (2.1)
and (3.1), we have H = J = 0 and I 6= 0. Thus we get
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Proposition 3.1. A 3-dimensional Finsler space F 3 is special semi-C-reducible iff
H = J = 0 and I 6= 0.

Thus for a 3-dimensional special semi-C-reducible Finsler space F 3, we infer

(3.2) LChij = I(mhninj + minjnh + mjnhni).

Covariantly differentiating (3.2) with respect to yl, and using Lmh|l = −lhml+v3nhnl

and Lnh|l = −lhnl − v3mhnl, it follows

LChij |k = −I(mhninj + minjnh + mjnhni)lk + I|tmt(mhninj

+minjnh + mjnhni)mk + Iπ(hij)[(−lhninj)mk + (−mh(linj

+ljni)− v3mh(minj + mjni) + v3nhninj)nk],
(3.3)

where v3 = vin
i, vi = v1li + v2mi + v3ni is the v-connection vector of F 3 with

v1 = v2 = 0, and −2Iv3 = I|tmt, i.e., vi = v3ni ([7]).
Now for a 3-dimensional Finsler space F 3, we have hij = mimj + ninj and Aij =

ninj , and hence Hhij = nhnilj +ninj lh +njnhli. Therefore (3.3) can be rewritten as

LChij |k = −(HhijCk + HijkCh + HjkhCi + HkhiCj) + Iv3(3nhninjnk

−2mhminjnk − 2mhnimjnk − 2nhmimjnk

−2mhninjmk − 2nhminjmk − 2nhnimjmk).
(3.4)

Moreover, the T -tensor Thijk and T ′-tensor Thi(= Thijkgjk) of a 3-dimensional Finsler
space F 3 can be written as

Thijk = Iv3(3nhninjnk − 2mhminjnk − 2mhnimjnk − 2nhmimjnk

−2mhninjmk − 2nhminjmk − 2nhnimjmk)
(3.5)

and

(3.6) Thi = Iv3(nhni − 2mhmi).

In view of (2.2), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), we conclude the following result

Theorem 3.2. For a 3-dimensional special semi-C-reducible Finsler space F 3, the
following statements are equivalent:

(i) F 3 is special Cv-reducible,
(ii) F 3 satisfies T -condition,
(iii) F 3 satisfies T’-condition,
(iv) The vertical connection vector vi of F 3 identically vanishes.
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